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:î NCES ON SCIENCE AND WORl, ; - ( PU'GWASH CONF»NCES ON SCIENCE AND WORLD AFFAIRS
Secretary-General: Professor J. ROTBLAT

Telegraphic Address: Pugwash, London 9 GREAT RUSSELL MANSIONS,
Telephones: 01-405 6661

01-253 9875 60 GREAT RUSSELL STREET,

°M35'471 LONDON, W.C.1.

17th April 1972 APR 2 4 1972

Dr. K. Waldheim,
Secretary-General,

f United Nations,
New York,
U.S.A.

™ -r> «T ni. • s f l-Jio ActinriisqpasA |Dear Dr. Waldheim, "

22ND PUGWASH CONFERENCE ON SCIENCE AND WORLD AFFAIRS

Oxford, 7-12 September 1972

Your predecessor, U Thant, was very much interested in the Pugwash
Conferences and used to send observers to them. On the assumption that you
too would be interested I am writing to inform you that the next Pugwash
Conference will be held in Oxford from the 7th to 12th September 1972. The
Conference consists of plenary sessions and working groups, each concerned
with a specific topic of interest to Pugwash.

I enclose a list of the topics and, as you will see, we are covering this
year a number of items which may be of interest to the U. N. and I am writing
to ask whether you would be willing to nominate up to 3 observers to attend the
Conference.

I shall be glad to furnish you with further information should you require
it.

Yours sincerely,
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5 . Problems of Developing Nations.

Specific mechanisms for co-operation between developing nations.
Priorities in the application of science and technology to development.
Desirable and undesirable effects of science and technology on

developing countries.
The need for a flexible patent system.

6. International Aaects

Review of Stockholm Conference,,
Oceans, inland seas and international waterways,
Atmosphere,
Disposal of nuclear waste and the problem of peaceful nuclear explosions.
Need, and arrangements, for the international co-ordination of

research on tolerances, monitoring systems and standards, aad
of data collection.

7 . World Resources aad .Population Prpblazas „

Prospects for food supplies; supply of proteins,
Relation of improved yields and population growth in developing countries.

.Economic and political consequences of uncontrolled population growth.
Implications of zero population growth for some countries ,
Effect of social, economic and cultural factors aa the birthrate.
Novel approaches to birth control,
Prevalence and effectiveness of abortion.

8. Scientists and Society.

The duty of the scientist towards society.
What should scientists expect from society?
Are we training too many or too few scientists ?
The social responsibilities of scientific societies.
Anti-scientific attitudes amongst the young generation . -
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cc : Mrs. E. Mlra
bf. filing: GH ,

24 August 1972

Dear Professor JRotblat,

In the absence of the Secretary-General, I acknowledge

receipt of your letter dated 16th August 1972 and the enclosed

statement on Vietnam.

The contents of your communication -will te brought to the

attention of the Secretary-General upon his return to Headquarters.

Sincerely yours,

Anton Prohaska
Personal Assistant to
the Secretary-General

Professor J. Botblat
Pugwash Conferences on Science
and World Affairs

9 Greet Russell Mansions
60 Great Russell Street
London, W.C.I. B. 5BE
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' ' " PUGWASH CONFERENCES ON SCIENCE AND WOtflD AFFAIRS

Secretary-General: Professor J. ROTBLAT

Telegraphic Address: Pugwash, London 9 GREAT RUSSELL MANSIONS,
Telephones: 01-405 6661

01-253 9875 60 GREAT RUSSELL STREET,

°1"435 U71 LONDON, W.C.I.B. 3BE

16th August 1972

Dr. K. Waldheim,
Secretary-General,
United Nations,
New York,
N.T. 10017,
U.S.A.

Dear Dr. Waldheim,

You may be interested to see the enclosed statement on Vietnam
which was. issued by the Executive Committee of the Pugwash Conferences
on Science and World Affairs.

Yours sincerely,

'~^ ic^-&
&&'

n/^
^



PUGWASH CONFERENCES ON SCIENCE AND WORLD AFFAIRS
Secretary-General: Professor J. ROTBLAT

TelegraphicAddress:?^^,London 9 GREAT RUSSELL MANSIONS,
Telephones: 01-405 666!

01-253 9875 60 GREAT RUSSELL STREET,

°M351471 . LONDON, W.C.1.B-3BE

-August 15, 1972

S ta temen t

from the Executive Committee

of the Pugwash Conferences on Science and World Affairs

In recent months, evidence has appeared in the Press, and been

confirmed by neutral observers, that there have been a number of

bombings of North Vietnamese dikes. The U.S. Government has denied
\
any intention to damage the dikes, but has acknowledged that bombs,

intended for military targets near dikes, have in some cases unintentionally

fallen on the dikes themselves. ••

The monsoon season in North Vietnam has already started.

Approximately 15 million North Vietnamese depend for their safety and

vital food supplies on the protection provided by the dikes against

flooding. Unless the damage already done is repaired, and further

damage to the dikes avoided, there could be vast suffering and even very

many deaths among the North Vietnamese population. It is absolutely

vital that there be no interference with the repairs now going on. We

strongly urge the American President to give unequivocal orders to his

military commanders, in particular to the Air Force Generals, that no

action be undertaken by means of anti-personnel or other weapons that

could -by intention or otherwise - interfere with the needed dike repairs.
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1 American -Academy of Arts and Sciences
-;;••• Newton Street

Brr>okiinc .Station, Boston. Massachusetts 0-^146

NOV141972 ,^/-

ACTION >

.

Q - A c ;.io • i Com p leted
Q - Acknowledged
FJ-No Action Required
INITIALS

ITcif icri;, Kev Vcrrk

^ccr necrctarj--Ser:eral:

It v&r & oleasurc for us to meet with you and sor.e of your key
aide:; or. October 31. v.rc were especially grateful for the opportunity
to heir directly of ycur plans for the future of the United Nations,
nsd hov V2 of the Pucwash I^ove-T.ent nigi^t share in shaping that

Ac a result of our conversations with l-'essers de Seynes^ Kutakov, and
Corillio-rioreSj we car.e away with the conviction that there are a
stribcr of specific areas where the expertise and prestige, represented
ty the ?u£xash corEunity of scientists, might "be brought to "bear in
cî jpsrt of important United Nations prograns and initiatives. One
scheme we discussed, that seemed to us quite promising, would "be for
Pu£wash, in cooperation with the United Nations Secretariat, to
organi-e occasional synposia on subjects of immediate relevance for
the U.!;., where independent experts could "be brought by us to the
United Nations to help advance and elucidate understanding of the issue.

SOT.G subjects that -were nentioned in this connection (purely as illustrative
extirrples) were:
1) Role of inspection for the verification of a Chemical Weapons Ban
2} Alternative power sources, their short- and long-term prospects
3) Problems of natching technology with acceptance in limiting population
growth: role of the proposed International Institute

Of course, the organization of such symposia will require both logistic
and financial resources, but we would hope to be able to interest
sorse appropriate Foundations and individuals to help in this regard.

\<e are, in any case, grateful for your hospitality and your willingness
to interrupt a very busy schedule to meet with us.
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With all test wishes for your success.
Sincerely yours,

;-/
Hannes Alfven
Professor of Physics, Swedish Royal Institute
of Technology and the University of California, San Diego

President, Pugwash Conferences on Science and World Affairs

Bernard- T»,.Feld
Professor of Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Chairman,,''U.S. Committee on Pugwash Conferences

BTF/kms

C



PUG WASH COMMENCES ON SCIENCE AND Wmi
Secretary-General: Professor J, ROTBLAT

D AFFAIRS

Telegraphic Address: Pugwash, London,
Telephones: 01-405 6661

01-253 9375
01-435 1471

MAY - 21973

ACTION

9 GREAT RUSSELL MANSIONS,

60 GREAT RUSSELL STREET,

LONDON, W.C.I.B. 3BE
/

26th AprjLl 1973

Dr. K. Waldheim,
S ecr etary- General,
United Nations,
New York,
U.S.A.

Dear Dr. Waldheim,

TO:
1
23::.:...:.. /,,
(H - Action Completed

C - No Action Required
INITIALS \

\J

23RD PUGWASH CONFERENCE ON SCIENCE AND WORLD AFFAIRS

Aulanko, Finland, 30 August - 4 September 1973

The next Pugwash Conference will be held in Finland and, as you will see
from the list of topics of the Working Groups, the Conference will deal, with a
number of problems which are of interest to the United Nations.

I am writing to ask whether you would like to nominate one or two persons
to attend the Conference as observers on behalf of the United Nations.

I was very glad to hear about the contact which you have established with
some Pugwash officers a few months ago and I hope that the programme of activities
agreed at that meeting will soon be implemented.

Yours since'rely,-



'iJRdh Conference, Aulanko, Fi
30th August - 4th September 1973

EUROPEAN SECURITY, DISARMAMENT AND OTHER PROBLEMS

TOPICS FOR WORKING GROUPS

Problems of Disarmament

a) Current status and prospect of SALT.

b) Limitations of military research and development (including comprehensive
test ban; restrictions on missile tests, etc.)

c) Collateral measures (limitations on budgets, chemical warfare ban).

d) Progress toward GCD through steps not involving technological limifetions
(no first use agreement, secure ocean areas for missile submarines, etc.)„

2. Disarmament in Europe

a) Mutual balanced force reductions (MBFR).

b) Problems of the European nuclear deterrent forces.

c) Other arms control measures affecting Europe.

30 European Security
•*- i.

a) Current status of the European Security Conference (ESC).

b) Relationships between ESC and MBFR.

c) Role of Pugwash in furthering economic, scientific, technical and cultural
co-operation in Europe.

4. Development

a) Social, economic and political barriers to the application of science and
technology in development.

5. Radioactive Pollution of the Environment

a) Assessment of current regulations and practices on release of radioactive
materials into the biosphere.

b) Dangers arising from power economy based on plutonium breeding (health
hazards and possibility of clandestine diversion).
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Mr. Isnat T. Kittani 16 May 1973
Assistant Secretary-General
Office for Inter-Agency Affairs

C. V. ZTaras i mhan
Chef de Cabinet

23rti Fugwaah Conference on Science and World Affairs

I have shovn the attached letter to the
Secretary-General. He suggests that you. might
consult, pro foraa» Messrs, da Seynes, Shevehenko,
Strong. Stanovnik and Pastinen in regard to their
interest in this meeting. lie •should prefer that
any representation from the US should be from
senior officers "based in Europe rsther than in Hew
York, in view of the high travel costs involved.

After the replies have been received, I shall
be grateful if I could be consulted.

/w>cc - Mr. Keruaig l>"\ /
•Mrs. Mira' \ /I

\
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cc: Mr,P. de Seynes, Room 2925 A
Jfo G. Hennig, Room 3802C
Mr R. Desai, Room 31̂ 6A
Liaison Officers, United Nations New York

INTERLAB
GENEVA (SWITZERLAND)
BLANCHARD

U8FISANTE
GENEVA (SWITZERLAND)
MAHLER

BUBIHTERNA
GENEVA (SWITZERLAND)
KELI
MET
METEOMOHD
GENEVA (SWITZERLAND)
DAVIES

fiATT
GETJEVA (SWITZERLAND)
LONG

UNCTAD
GENEVA (SWITZERLAND)
PEREZ-GUERRERO

HICOKREF
GEHEVA (SWITZERLAND)
PRINCE SADRUDDIN AGA KHAH

UNATIONS
GENEVA (SWITZERLAND)
DADZIE FOR INFORMATION FOLLOWING SENT

FOODAGRI
ROME (ITALY)
BOERMA

WORLDFOOD
ROME (ITALY)
AQUINO

UNESCO
PARIS (FRANCE)
MAHEU

IH1-1ARCOR
LONDON W.I (EHfGLAUD)
SRIVASTAVA

UNRWA
BEIRUT (LEBANON)
SIR JOIEI RENNIE

UNITERRA
NAIROBI (KENYA)
STRONG

ICAO
MONTREAL (CANADA)
KOTAITE

INTBAFRAD
WASHINGTON - .'-•K5IAi'\AHA

ALL EXECUTIVE HEADS EXCEPT IAEA

UHATIONS
GENEVA (SWITZERLAND)
STRONG EIWIROrn-ISRT PROGRAfC^E FOLLOWING SENT TO NAIROBI
UPU
BERTIE (SWITZERLAND)
RIDGE

UNIDO
VIENNA (AUSTRIA)
ABDEIr-RAHMAN

INTERFUI-3D
WASHINGTON
WITTEVEEH



17 Jan 197̂  F.K.Lister/AOS 2977 5273

OSG/IAAC

(SEE ATTACHED LIST)

SECRETARY-GENERAL AND EKLUND WISH TO SUGGEST THAT THERE SHOULD BE AN AD HOC

INFORMAL MEETING BETWEEN MEMBERS OF ACC AMD SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE OF PUGWASH

ON AFTERNOON OF FRIDAY 19 APRIL. IT IS SUGGESTED THAT POPULATION AND ENERGY

QUESTIONS MIGHT FORM AGENDA FOR THIS AD HOC MEETING. QUESTION OF FUTURE

MEETINGS WITT MEMBERS OF SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE OF PUGUASH AND AGENDA FOR SUCH

MEETINGS COULD THEN BE CONSIDERED IN THE LIGHT OF THE RESULTS PRODUCED AT THIS

MEETING. IWOULD BE MOST GRATEFUL IF YOU COULD SEND ME YOUR REACTION TO THIS SUGGESTION

AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

NARASIMHAH

F.K.Lister, Secretary ACC _ „ „ . . ,„_ A „„.„
* C.V. Narasimhan, USG for IAAC
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3 Itordi 1976

I wish to than): you for your letters of
2O and 23 February 1376 and £or informing me
of the outeoae of tlie 25th ̂ ugwash Conference
on Science anS World Affairs whic& you attended
on my behalf,

ranch appeaoiate yousr thoughtfulnees
in sending me this informative report of the
proceedings and £ am gsratefnl to you for

mo on this occasion.

Kart Waldheim

Mr. Risto HyvSrinen
0psciaJL Representative of the

Secaretary-General to the Conference
of the Comaittee OKI Uisarniaiaent

Geneva
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OFFICE DES NATIONS UNIES A GENEVE W&tifiSt UNITED NATIONS OFFICE AT GENEVA

Telegrammes: UNATIONS, GENEVE Palais des Nations
Telex : 22.212 ou 22.344 CH - 1211 GENEVE 10
Telephone : 346011 334000 332000 331000

REF. No :

(a rappeler dans la reponse)
20 February 1976

Dear Mr. Secretary-General,

I had the honour to represent you at the 25th Pugwash Conference
on Science and World Affairs, which took place in Madras, India, from
13 to 19 January 19?6.

According to your instructions, I read a message of greetings at
the opening of the Conference. It was received with appreciation and
the Chairman of the meeting, Mr. Ashok Parthasarathi, as well as the new
President of the Pugwash movement, Professor Dorothy Hodgkin, Hotel
Laureate, asked me to convey their expression of respect and gratitude
to you. On the second day of the Conference the Prime Minister of India,
Mrs. Indira Gandhi, presented an address to the Conference. This was one
indication of the importance which the host country gave to this Pugwash
meeting.

The central theme of the Conference was "Development, Resources and
World Security". The work of the Pugwash Conferences mainly takes place
in working groups. Five working groups were established at the Madras
Conference and were assigned the following topics (for a detailed break-
down of topics, see Annex l):

1. Alternative Development Strategies for Developing Countries.

2. Social and Professional Responsibilities of Scientists and
Technologists in Relation to Development.

3. The Evolving International System and its Implications for
the Development and Security of the Developing Countries.

4. Current Issues of Nuclear Arms Control and Fen-proliferation,
with special reference to the problems of developing countries.

5. Current Issues of Conventional Arms Control, including CBW, with
special reference to the problems of developing countries.

His Excellency
Mr. Kurt Waldheim
Se cret ary-Gene ral
United Hations
HEW YORK
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I did not have the possibility to follow the activities of Working
Groups 1 — 3« In these groups there were, however, several representatives
of the United Nations family. They will certainly make appropriate obser-
vations in their reports.

For my part, I shall only summarize the main findings of the reports
of Working Groups 4 and 5 which dealt with disarmament questions. The full
reports of all working groups are attached.

I would like to stress particularly what Working Group 4 had to say
about the global approach to a nuclear-weapon-free world.

Working Groupi 4,: , Current Issues of Nuclear Arms Control with Special
Reference to Problemŝ ,of Developing Countries

The rapidly increasing inflow of arms into the developing nations,
especially oil producing States, from the industrial nations that produce
them, is of particular concern in the context of tensions in various regions.
Ho discussion of the security problem of the Third World can be complete
without a discussion of the state of the nuclear arms of the big powers.

While discussing new directions in the control of nuclear arms, the
Working Group gave considerable attention to the main conclusions of the
Kyoto Symposium in August 1975s

(a) the concept of nuclear deterrence has lost what validity it
once had and should be replaced;

(b) stepwise negotiations have not stopped or even slowed down
the nuclear arms race;

(c) the new emphasis must be on negotiations towards complete
nuclear disarmament and ultimately towards general and complete
disarmament; and

(d) nuclear weapon powers should give pledges not to use or threaten
to use.nuclear weapons against a non-nuclear State which has no
nuclear weapons on its territory.

Other opinions were also presented.

The Working Group recommended the following steps to be taken to slow
down the nuclear arms race (in particular in the qualitative sense):

(1) stop testing nuclear weapons; and

(2) sharply restrict and eventually eliminate flight testing
of all nuclear weapon delivery systems.

In discussing the impact of the nuclear arms race on the non-nuclear
nations, the progress of detente between the United States and the Soviet
Union was generally welcomed. However, some mixed feelings seemed to exist.
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Control of the growth in number of nuclear aimed States received
considerable attention from the Working Group. It was argued that the
Fon-Proliferation Treaty is inequitable and its viability is seriously
threatened unless all nuclear powers take far more vigorous steps to end
their nuclear arms race and the nuclear parties live up to their treaty
obligations.

There was agreement in principle on the value of nuclear-free zones
as a measure to improve the security of the States who are members of the
zone. The Latin American luclear-Free Zone was pointed to as an admirable
example of regional initiative. Some participants felt that the current
Mutual Force Reductions negotiations in Vienna appear to give another
opportunity to work for a Nuclear-Free Zone in Central Europe.

The analysis of the difficulties with regional nuclear-free zones led
to the development of a wider concept, a global approach to a nuclear—weappa.-
free world,, which the Group believes merits support by Pugwash. The concept,
which shares some elements with the previously proposed ITon-Nuclear Club, is
that of a formal World ITuclear-Free Zone to be established by Treaty or other
instruments to which all nations of the world would be asked to accede. The
Group strongly recommends that Pugwash establish a special ad hoc working
committee

(a) to examine this proposal in detail;

(b) to develop formal language for the proposal; and

(c) to present their results to the Pugwash Council as soon as
possible.

The Group was also dealing with the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace.
The consensus was that negotiations for this Zone of Peace should continue
and indeed be accelerated. It was urged that all nuclear powers support the
creation of the Zone.

The Group discussed the impact of peaceful nuclear energy on nuclear
proliferation and other problems. The general feeling was that the IAEA,
within the agreed limits of its authority, is doing a good job. Questions
relating to the use of peaceful nuclear explosions were also discussed.

Working Group 5v Current Issues of_Cgnyentional_Arms Control (including CBW),
with special Reference,., to Deve loping. Countries

While discussing current trends in military expenditure, the Group agreed
that the increase in military expenditure has been most marked among the less
developed countries, particularly those with large revenues from oil exports.
This has, among other consequences, harmed development programmes. However,
no shift in global military power has taken place.

The conduct of the arms trade generates and stimulates trade in arms.
Rivalry between a growing number of producers is an important stimulant. For
example, the number of States capable of producing and selling military jet
aircraft is steadily increasing. A whole range of new and more deadly
conventional weapons is now in the offing.



There is a wide range of motives, behind..the arms trade, including
political and ideological ones. These political and ideological reasons
for the supply of arms can only be affected "by a reduction in international
tension and rivalry, and extension of detente in the military field. The
following are some general propositions worth detailed investigation:

(a) the feasibility and desirability of establishing a UN arms
accounting system covering all aspects of arms acquisition
and stockpiling;

(b) the possibility of devising an international code of conduct
on the transfer of military equipment and devices; and

(c) the investigation of the economic and social effects of new
weapons systems.

While discussing regional and local conventions the Working Group
considered that success in the Vienna force reduction talks would encourage
other regional initiatives. Also the idea of an Indian Ocean Zone of Peace
was welcomed.

The question of chemical disarmament was considered and, in particular,
the new urgency to bring to fruition the Chemical Disarmament Treaty which
arises because of the imminent development and possible production of a more
readily deployed generation of chemical weapons using new agents, the binaries.

The Working Group studied also the problems of environmental warfare.
While taking note of the US-USSR draft Convention as an important first step,
Pugwash should lend support to further investigations of the extent and nature
of the various dangers involved.

Yours sincerely,

Risto HyvKrinen
Special Representative of the Secretary-General
to the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament



OFFICE DES NATIONS UNIES A GENEVE

Te-ISgrammes: UNATIONS, GENEVE
Telex: 289696
Telephone: 346011 310211

REF. No:
(a rappeler dans la rfiponse)

UNITED NATIONS OFFICE AT GENEVA

Palais des Nations
CH - 1211 GENEVE 10

7-i ,

23 February 1976

Dear Mr. Secretary-General,

When I met you on 26 January last, we were talking about
the next Pugwash Conference.

It may sound a bit silly, but the fact that we did not know
where Muhlhausen was in East Germany irritated me, and just in
order to satisfy our thirst for knowledge I am sending you a copy
of the appropriate part of the map, from which you will see that
Mihlhausen seems to be in the middle of the Harz mountains. I have
heard that it is a very quiet and evidently pleasant town for the
scholarly exchange of ideas at the end of this coming August.

Yours sincerely,

y^ \
Risto HyvaFinen

Special Representative of the Secretary-General
to the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament

His Excellency
Mr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-General
United Nations
HEW YORK





,, T 25th Fugwash Conference
, • ;'Development, Resources and World Security"

Madras India, 13 -.19 January 1976

H3IOKT OF WORKING

'ALT-SP.rATlV 3 DiSySLOPM^rr 3T A/ T"S TTT
FOR D3V3LOPTN~

' : IMs appropriate that Fugwash is taking a deep interest in the problem of develop-
ment, as it is indivisibly tied with the problems of-overall peace and disarmament.

Consequently, ;ithe Group expressed deep concern about the -implications *f the
arms race for. de/elopment, as the increase in military q^penditare, the accumulation of
nuclear and conventional, weapons represent a maj^r obstacle for thft liquidation of under-
develppment and a curb on the economic and social progress of mankind. Concern about
resources for development sounds hollow in the face nf monumental expenditure being
incurred on armament. It was recognized that Fugwash should again alert world public
opinion that the essential imperative of the world,today is disarmament.

The Diagnosis ,
'• Several presentations pointed out that the development strategies followed in many

countries during the last few decades have not fulfilled expectations for the satisfaction of the
needs; of the poor majority. These strategies ware primarily characterised by dependence
and inequality; The participants felt that the reasons for this were the adopted growth models
based on GNP per capita mcreas 2 as an aim in itself and not on productivity related to human
needs, 'Participants insisted that tlva failure to achieve some important goals of tha LDCs
lies with the.tact that the development process rdid not involve an appropriate socio-economic
restructuring. • • • • • . . • : . ...*. ^

i i • ' ; • ' •

Alternative Strategies
It was generally accepted that the developments! gosls of a country must comply

with ita specific features and its own oystam of values. At the same time it was mado clear
that the strategy of development of all countries must be oriented towards the basic needs of
the masses of the people not towards tho satisfaction of the needs of a dominating class or
class elite. It was fait that a strategy of self-reliance as a global concept, pertinent to the
development process Irrpspectivo of the degree of development of a oauntry, would best serve
tho achievement of ouch a strategic goal. It was agreed that solf-reliancc implies the
necessity for drastic socio-economic changes without which it may fase its genuine content.
History shows thatthe countries which have been able to- achieve such changes have done better
than those which have not. Tte strategy to be adopted should be based on a self-reliant, need
oriented, environmentally sound, participation focussed model reflecting the basic needs of
the masses of the people and acouring their acti TQ role in the decision making process. Self-
reliance means independent decision-making, not autarchy and not necessarily solf-difflciency.

If the goal of development should be the satisfaction of the needs of the people,
injecting a primary need - employment - should be ensured. Agricultural development should
be the. important step to the solution of these problems. It was recognized that for fuller
employment of ths rural population, a strategy for rural industrialization WDuld be essential.
A desirable picture of the country would be a rural-metropolitan continuum rather than a
rural-urban dualism. The need for heavy industry was not disputed.

Further it v/aa argued that development must be in harmony with environment.
Indeed environment should be used ns a specific resourcs- and emphasis should be on environ-
mentally sound technology, including usa of renewable resources baaed on bio-con/ersion of
solar energy, tapping of non-conventional energy sources and recycling of wastes.
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It was stressed that although solf-reliance was generally accepted as a strategy,
its content should be more exactly defined, ^orne of the members of the Group were of the
opinion that the socio-economic prerequisites of self-reliance should have the priority.
Members of the Groap pointed oat that in some cases it would be possible to combine self-
reliance with foreign aid and assistance particularly on a multilateral basis. Views were
expressed about the importance of bearing in mind the socio-economic structure of the aid-
giving country.

The Poorest Thousand Million
It was pointed out that the main developmental problem concerns the thousand million

people !who! are very poor. Most of those are on the land and many of them 'dp not work for
more than a hundrsd-cdtUdays in a year; The primary issue of development concerns finding
and giving work to thegefpeople. Encouraging labour intensive farm practices, introduction of
already discovered intensi/e agricuitaal"ihriovations and of new inno-ations, in/olving less .
capital intcnsi'/etan&onbrj^hvironmentally 'sound strategies are essential.

:• In many 'countries one crucial element is the change of ownership patterns, with
consequential improvement in motivation and productivity. ' ' ' ..:

; 5ona& members expressed the view that most of the LDCs, particularly those in .
which the poorest thousand millions live, are not likely to bo in a position to mobilize sufficient
resources internally to bring abo it such transformation at an early enough date to avoid the
premature, death fpf many millions. Many of the elite in these countries could be expected to
strongly resist the changes and mobilization of resources required unless the transformation
was' facilitated by a focusssd external assistance. Taking the case of India as an illustration,
it was pointed out that in order to improve the nutritional elements to the basic needs levels •

. . * • . • - ; • > . • r • : • • • ' . . • " . . r

and supply the .inputs for. irrigation and other facilities requiring a total investment of some
60 thousand bullion dollars, , over a period of years, one may have to put in something like four
thousand minion dollars worth of additional aid financing par yeafc>to coi/er the additional food
and other imports required to avoid the inflationary impact of a labour intensive development
strategy which wduld raioe food and other consumption substantially. After a 15 - 20 year
period India could then be surplus in food by 35 million tons or more. This external aid could
be given, QH'Cbndition that the minfmum" needs development package of this type is put through.
Other i me mbarir felt, however, that this approach was politically unrealistic, because of its
reliance on 'aid; of this Magnitude.

It was jjointod'cut that instead of aid the additional resources may be available If there
wore an* equitable international economic aid trading order.

At a more basi<rtevel many participants objected to the essentials of development
being predicated on the availability of such massive aid. The developmental blue-print qhould
should bet : made without taking any aid into account. If some aid comes, the programme may
go faster. If itAc&es not ttoeh the whole future is not jeopardized. '

• • - • • . ' • ' '

Education and
There was a good deal of discussion on education and health as related to development

It was suggested that thers^ ought to be greater emphasis on. primary education, on liquidation
of illiteracy and linking, education to development. University education by and large has
tended to create g, class of alienated people.. It was suggested that one way to expedite develop-
ment was to conquer the tendency to over-professionalize by using the competence of personnel
trained to various levels. There should of course be goqd university laboratories first rate
hospitals and highly qualified people to work in .them. However, the pyramid of profesoion-
alization should have a much wider base than it .49.93 at present. It was alsq suggested that the
responsibility for education should not rest only with the certified educators but should be
chared by everyone who has the necessary skills, competence or knowledge.
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The basic health needs it the developing countries (particularly in rural areas) are
the improvement of elementary, sanitary m.asures (notably drinking water and haman waste
disposal), adequate .nutrition .and immunization against major communicable diseases.
Health services should be primarily organized on the basis of community health centres - as
opposed to expensive and sophisticated hospitals - and on training of medical auxiliaries instead
of highly qualified physicians ti staff these centres. It was suggested that greater emphasis
should be; placed on preventive rather than curati /e aspects. The concept.of "barefoot doctors"
for primary medical care was stressed. .

Other Topics • : • : • ;

There were a number of very rewarding ?.nd deep discussions on many other topics
ranging from ethics to practical operational aspects. ' : . i

' The Group talked at length about the' desirability of accepting a "maximum" to . = ;
individual income or consumption as an ethical and practical necessity for the elites of both •
developed and developing countries. There was a proposal for fixing scientific norms for
material heeds for all individuals. Those norms would be re vised upwards with the growth
of. producti on,

.The Group discussed a proposal for assisting scientific research in the smaller
LDCs through spicntists and scientific associations in the more developed ones. This was to
help these countries to build and maintain an indigenous scientific capability so vital for their
development. A worry was expressed'by some members about the dangers of developing
a^derivative scientific culture dependent on financial resources and scientific patronage from
outside.

Recommendations
1. Pugwash should call .'.pon the world's scientists and technologists to direct their
professional efforts towards fulfilling the basic needs of tho poorest thousand millions of the
world population. V.'hilo recognizing the need for social and structural changes and allocation
of resources it still remains that for advancing the wellboing r»f the poorest and for develop-
ment in its diversity and specificity of forms, new relevant discoveries in science would have
a pivotal role. The nature of its constituency makes fugwash particularly fit to contribute to
the task of mobilizing the international scientific community to identify and advance some of
the key areas where important breakthroughs have occurred or are about to ssccur, opening
new possibilities for a better satisfaction of basic needs in food, shelter, energy, and social
services, as well as new approaches to industrialization.

2. Having in view that a World Conference on Science and Technology is scheduled for
1979, it is recommended that a two year project (July 1976 to Tunc 1978) be undertaken under
United Nations or other appropriate international sponsorship to identify the research areas
relevant to the needs of development. In undertaking this special attention should be given to
fill the gaps on in the research on socio-economic aspects of development and patterns of
ownership. At the samo time, possible advances should be identified such as increasing the
efficiency of photosynthesis, pest resistant crop varieties, direct nitrogen fixation etc. etc.
which can be taken by low income individuals without increasing their dependence on others
and which improve the wellbeing of the poor majority.

The project woald consist of:
(a) a delphi enquiry on research breakthroughs that have already occurred or arc about to

occur which may lead to dramatic changes in the development process;
(b) the preparation of about 20 state-of-the-art papers in selected areas considered as

particularly important and/or promising;
(c) on the basis of thcae papers and of the delphi several workshops would d al with:

food and nutrition, health, energy, industrial Applications of microbiology and
enzymatic chemistry, social obstacles ('/iz systems of ownership) to development, new
approaches to development and human settlement planning;
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(d) the results of the- workshops could ovcntially be consolidated in a single report that
could be channelled into the preparation process of the 1979 confersncc.

3. Pugwash should set up a study jroup to analyse and make recommendations on how
to impcove the mechanisms of international cooperation in the third world, as well as on global
base for development, particularly in respect to creating or strengthening the scientific and
technological capability of developing countries. . ••

4. There is a real need for a mechanism for international cooperation in the analysis
of social, economic and technical problems of the l;ss developed countries, perhaps somewhat
like the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (ILA3A) Vienna. To date, the activ-
ities of the nASA have been limited to dealing with problems of developed countries, or with
global problems as seen from the point of view of the developed countries.

It is recommended that Pugwash consider the possibility and feasibility of creating
an appropriate mechanism for this purpose for the less developed countries, or modifying
existing mechanisms and the means for doing so,

5. < ;•• • Pugwash should help to energize regional associations of scientists in developing
countries, not only to encourage scientific activity but nlso to develop forur.is where concerned
scientists could discuss problems of peace and devclopmeot. •''••''

6. '"•'• Fugpivash should encourage and help the formation of national Fugwash groups as well
as regional Pugwash groups of LDCs.
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The Concept
Previous tugwash Conferences have emphasized the importance of science and

technology (S&T) in development. T.iO Grucp rotsd in particular the recommendations of
Group 8 at t:ie Oxford Conference ir> 1972.

This Croup wishes to reaffirm the value attached to the role of scientists in devel-
opment and to clarify their responsibilities, as individuals or as members of the scientific
comxr.unity, both in t .e developed and in the developing countries, in tiis process.

V;e renew our call to scientists everywhere, and particularly in developed countries,
to promote actively, witMn and outside the scienti'ic community, t".e advancement of self-
reliance in developing countries. .

^ince its inception, Fugwash has attempted to impress upon the scieriific community
that it is morally unjustifiable to use science for tV\3 development of weapons of mass destruct-
ion. In this Conference, tl-e Group felt the need to e::pahd t'.Ye1 concept of moral responsibility
to include subjects involving t e use, abuse and non-use of science in relation to development,
and .ias therefore concentrated its efforts on formulating these responsibilities.

•Scientists, because of their special knowledge and capabilities, cannot relinquish
their Tesponsibility with regard to the manner in which products of science and technology are
or -can be utilized. This holds in particular in relation to the development process.

The most important responsibility for scientists in tho developing co mtriea, and
those in tiie more developed countries who assist them, is to work towards the creation of an
indigenous scientific and technological capability, including the training of local exports, who
can.advise their governments effectively, Self-reliance requires that there bo both a short-
term strategy for solving immediate problems and a long-term, strategy for building a durable
infrastructure, m this context the Group considers it impossible to separate clearly tho role
of basic and applied roc-arch. Science is a part of culture, apart from being an ingredient of
the process of building up capability and confidence. The Group /iawed the importance of the
creation of centres of excellence, national or regional, in this context.

responsibility of Scientists of Do/eloping Countries and Developed Co-tntries in Carrying
Out and Stimulating ..tc-scarch and Action Related to Deyslopment

: The Group recognized several impediments to large-scale participation of scientists
in research and action relating to development. Gome of these arc: tho Inrgsly discipline-
based nature of research training and activities; the usual criteria for the advancement of a
young scientist in his career, and the prevalent norms of recognition and reward — in general
the career structure of science. At present the consequence is that young scientists nre in
effect hampered in building their own careers if they spend several years working on develop-
ment programmes.

The Group ro-oraphasiz-s the importance of promoting inter-disciplinary training
and research program~i3s, and re-orienting education. It is the responsibility of scientists
and scholars to convey to studc-nts that they are not merely acquiring new knowledge, but they
also have a responsibility towards society. There could be special courses introduced in tho
graduate studies programme in developed countries, whore qualified scientists from
developing countries may explain tho developmental problems that need to b? solved on an
urgent basis. Further, graduate students and young research scientists from developed and
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developing countries, working hand in hand, co .'Id sp-nd sufficient periods in n do 'eloping
region to get a deeper onderstardin^ of the problem areas identified by the developing country,
wherein they could contrib -.is to the process of development.

In the long term lasting betterment will be dependent on the scnsitization of the
peoples in developed countries to the problems of development. This requires as a minimum
that in the teaching of history, more attention should be paid to the growth of civilizations,
science, culture • ideologies and religion etc.

In order to ninke this possible, work on developmental problems must be legitimized
by the scientific community in universities and research laboratories, for purposes of academic
credit and advancement. The lugwash Council may take- up this question with ICGU; Inter-
national /,ssociation of Universities, V orld University Council, World Federation of Scientific
Workers ets.

Attention of granting agencies, national and international, may also be drawn to this
problem. They may be requested to allocate increasing amounts of explicitly earmarked grants
for research relating to basic human needs, so that individuals or small groups working on
such problems are encouraged and supported in their efforts.

The Group noted that in many countries scientists arc faced with a problems of trust
and cjpnfidpncG, on the part of their own governments, and they cannot therefore carry out their
responsibilities effectively, In this context the Group felt that the situation would be improved
if ' : <- . .

(1) Countries which do not have an effect!/e mechanism for scientist- government
relationship, such as a national science research co'incil institute such a mchanism

•'' • : 'to advise the government on a continuing basis;

(2) Governments turn primarily to their own experts;

($) When scientists from outside countries nrc called in as experts, they draw the attention
of the government to the local expertise that may be present, associate local experts
in the formulation and implementation of the developmental plan, so that local scien-
tists' have an• effective influence in the development process.

The Groiip felt that if the scientists of the developing countries are fully involved in
the development process, this will contribute to self-reliance, and have a salutary effect on the
vexing, problem of brain-drain.

international Cooperation
•"• • u The Group identifies the following principles which •sho.'ld govern international coop-

eration in development:
(a) the cooperative programmes must bo directed towards the needs of the developing
countries a.s felt and perceived by them; . . . . . - • ... .

(b) any collaboration programme irust not involve merely a passive participation on the part
of scientists from the developing countries. Their active participation in formulation and impl-
ementation ibf policies and programmes is essential}

(c) if a collaborative programme, for objective reasons, starts with an unequal partnership,
it must have an identifiable b^ilt-in man-power and leadership training component, so that
indigenous capabilities are built up in course of the programme;

(d) the collaborative programme should not invol/e any element, apparent or real, of secrecy
between the~r partners;

(e) however, when the results of the collaborative research are such as can be commercially
exploited,: the right of the developing country concerned to utilize the rights first must be ensured;

(f) in the base of both basic and tarjet-oriente-d research, emphasis must be on building
indigenous S&T capability, which would enable the developing country to become self-reliant,
in the sense described in the report of tho Dar-cs-Calaam Symposium;
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£) this implies that the collaborative agreement should, be so designed as to require the presence
of foreign experts only for minimal period;

(h) cooperation and exchange of experience amonj developing chantries should be encouraged
and fostered, with a vic-w to builJinj up collective self-reliance.

: The Group noted that in certain areas such as those dealing with environment, health,
education, natural resources etc. care must be taken in making the necessity,• goals and
methods of work clear to the public. Otherwise unjustified national suspicions may cause harm
not only to the .credibility of SMCh collaboration arrangements b-.'.t even to the credibility of the
local scientists and therefore to the entire process of contribution of scientists, nationally or
through international bodies/ agreements, to the development process.

In this context, the Working Gro >p noted th3 remarks of th-- Prime J/inistdr of India,
in h,e? special address to the Conference, to the effect that on occasions, elcvelopiaj countries
have been treated as testing grounds for new do 'ices techniques and chemicals. The Group
welcomed the idea suggested by the Jrimc Minister that Pu;::wash could take the initiative in
formulating a set of guidelines or code of behaviour for international scientific cooperation. Tt
considers that.it would be desirable to set up a continuing E-.°'1P to study this question in 'detail
and frame .guidelines/code of conduct that may be taken into account in c ;llaborative "arrangements.
Following the formulation of draft guidelines/code of con-duct by thin contin'iin^ croup, a broad-
baaed fugwash Symposium on international scientific cooperation should be organized, so as to
arrive at an agreed Pugwash cede- of cond ict for ouch cooperation.

qelf-Roliancs and ths Impprtance of Critical I. aas of Ccicntirits
The number of scientists of the love-loping nations is very large anel in many instances,

of the highest quality. .Their effectiveness is however hai/ijpered by their dispersal, which
results in'their potentiality not beinc fully utilized. ::n basic an w-'ll as in applied research, a
critical mass of brninc is needed i.-e. a sufficient number of scientists working in contact, in '••
complementary fields, operating in a climate of exchan^u and cooperation, in the framework of
an institute with a critical amount of services, iinotrur.eentation and maintenance, library and
documentation facilities.

It is desirable, wherecer possible, in a couaitry of a sufficient size- or in a region
(where this cannot be done on a country-v/isc basis) that scientists are concentrated in centres of
excellence in basic as well as applied sciences, as an initial step. These centres may bo
universities or research laboratories created for A specific purpose, like !C7P.S, Nairobi, or
centres like Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay, it is essential that such centres
have an important teaching and training component so thnt scientists trained therein may
nucleate centres elsewhere, fonr.inp; a mutually reinforcing network, and thus ha/ing a multi-
plier effect. Such centres would in addition stabilize the C/'/T activity in the country, derive
maximum benefit from ths exchanges with de/eloped countries and other de /eloping countries
and help to check brain-drain.

The Gro'lp recognized tlv:- problems faced by scientists working in isolation in developing
countries, in getting their research iJeas assessed or in securing finds for ir.:plcr;>entin£ thorn.
In this context it disc issed tie feasibility and desirability oi' the U>V.C/"T proposal on the
establishment of an'"/dvdsory oer 'ice for Gpons jrh-c "-oscarca Prop -.sals for Development"
(/ C/.8T DocuTT.cnt 3//.C 8Z X?X C. ;5. F. 10 of 21 > over her 1973 which was circulated to members
of the Working 3roup.) Trie V orking Croup felt Vi^i* t i- 's will be -\ usjful proposal provided t:^t
the headquarters of t'.ie /.d/isory P.ervicr; is located ;reo;;rn.p.:icnlly i'- one of the doveloping
regions of the world, and full use is made of fie intellectual resources from tho developing
countries.

The Group feels that it will promote self-re! ianco, if the training of scientists from
a developing country is arranged ir anot cr country with, a simitar back^rou-d. This will also
help to minimize the problems of adjustment after completion of training.
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problems -delating to.Coraiuar-ication
T.-.e dissemi:?atior> of idoas and i".f:>r station abo' t sci :^rc". in v- accurate manner

has become increasingly important. This ir> particularly so i<- t..o cas'- of development where
p-iblic participation is crucial, "cientists '-rive to paly a positive1 role in influcpciny the decision
makers.

The Group recognized that a freer flow of information on science and development
among scientists, decision makers .and t'.o public places a special responsibility on the scientific
community that in public statements they brin^ to boar t >.c same, integrity as t.iey do in their
work. Information media too have a complementary responsibility in t ns matter.

The Group also fait that there has to oe a wideiin^ exchange of ideas among tlio scien-
tists themselves, and between different disciplines. Tliis means an exchange between basic
scientists in t';e different disciplines; bctwc-er basic scientists nnd applied scientists; and
among applied scientists themselves. It also inplies a jr;.ater us. of t;ic information media.

A number of members felt that although traditionally t '~- . - F igwas'i Iv ovement has not
been concerned wit • public discussion of issues, the tin-, has come to break this tradition, at
least in the less sensitive areas, ^ome members did not agree wit'.: t is view.

Tie Group noted t:-.e difficulty of translating laboratory results into application.
Attention was focussed on the difficulty faced by developing countries in exploiting discoveries
in laboratories and in going from t'lo laboratory disco/eiy, throiy'i t e pilot plant stage to the
industrial level.

The social responsibility of the scientists, however, extends into trying to create an
environment in which:

(a) their indigenous research work is directed atowards t':e pro/ision of basic human needs; and
(b) the research performed indigenously is itilizcd.

This may require the creation of a lobby for indigenous ^frT which is articulate and
organized, deriving its strength from participation by scientists and decision makers.

The Group noted that there were possibilities to utilize the T&T capability for a con-
certed attack on the problem of basic needs. The pro.i'l'ar-ini;• :>f 'adoption1 of districts by the
Council of Scientific and Industrial Research in India was cited in this context.
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THE EVOLVING INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR THE '
DEVELOPMENT AND SECURITY OF THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES J

Introduction ; ;

The Working Group discussed the econonr ic, military, political and social roots of
the existing and;evolving international system. Although the revolutionary processes in
sqme countries and. the decolonization process in many have changed the system consider-
ably, these changes have not yet led to the abolishment of the inherent one-sidedness of
the, system still favourinrj the developed industrialist countries in their economic relations
with the lesser developed part of the world.

In .recent yearg various new economic, social and political factors, including the fact
that the JLDCs have now become the majority in the United Nations, the end of the war in
Vietnam and the successful conclusion of the European Security Conference have contributed
to chantjincj the scene, brinjinj some degree of detente and creating conditions for
strengthening international security,

- : | , The '^rfiater weight of the LDCs in the international scene as witnessed by their role
in the United Nations and in particular the impact of the OPEC-countries on the world
economy facilitates the LDCs' demand for a change in the world economic system to achieve
more favourable conditions for their development. ,

A new international economic system is evolving, and should indeed evolve in a way
-. more beneficial than the. old economic system to huiramty at lar^e and to the I DCs in

particular. , , , - ; . , . , - . . .

The' creation of a new International economic order will face ^reat difficulties not
only due to the' enormous complexities of the problems involved but also due to the conflict
of international,national,; religious arid class interests, ignorance, greed and other human
shortcomings. •• " ' ' " ! :

,. The Working Grqup recommends that Pujwash affirms that everything should be done
so that the new international economic system: . .

1) be universal in scope and nature •

2) be based on the respect for independence, equity and cooperation amons countries
and nations •

3) narrow the gaps that exist currently between countries, especially between
,, developing and developed countries;

4) be developed through a set of coherent, integrated and planned measures; and

5) be implemented with the assistance of an adequate international machinery.
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Remnants of Colonialism

It would be impossible to enumerate and assess all the remnants of colonialism that
at present still hamper the economic and social development of the LDCa. The following-
are some of the importmt factors operating within the LDCs themselves^

The existing forms of land tenure in the developing countries, -largely a heritage of
colonial rule and exploitation, are backward and primitive. "They differ from country to
country. In some countries landlordism constitutes the principal factor in the.agrarian^ -
situation.. In others, the problem is one of landlessness and the excessive fragmentation
of the land into "postage stamp" plots. ;. i

-( In the first instance the landless pea'sant has no direct interest in developing the'land;
in the second, it is virtually impossible to apply useful technology to such small' plots of
land. In both cases, however, the prevailing land tenure patterns constitute ^rave
constraints upon'the application of modern scientific techniques to agricultural production.

In order to further the development of domestic agriculture and food production, the
abolition of landlordism and/or the integration of the microscopic plots of land through
cooperative and collective forms is necessary. This should be done by ways adopted

'fbt'thVculture and traditions of each country and by carefully thought-out measures of 'i"
obtaining the cooperation of the peasant. Forced collectivization is not the answer.
Each country must evolve its own specific solutions.

'•'•In most LDCs the colonial powers'created and left behind them a national elite - highly
westernized, relatively:privile3;ed and divorced from the people. Thi^ elite aid its
successors constitute the bulwark of neo-coloaialism in many LDCs, and prevents the'
development of specifically national economic and social forms.

On the International scene obstacles arise from the continued display gad use of
military power by 'some countries as a means of settling disputes and establishing hegemony
that inhibits economic development of the LDCs. Buildir.3 military establishments diverts
direojtly resources from productive and socially oriented uses. Moreover* 'it distorts
the whole strategy ,ofjgrowth in. the developing nations by directinj the .structure,,of their ,.
economies aw.ay from meeting.the basic and elemental needp of those mp.st in. need towards
the types of production most complementary to the support of a wide ranse of military,,.,,
weapons. Such actions are often supported by elements within developing countries
engaged ih'their own power politics ^ame. Some powerful states, however,' play a major
role in endorsing and creating conditions whioh encourage such groups and policies at the
expense of the concern for rapid eradication of poverty, search for growth strategies-less
destructive of the environment and the closely related issue of world population growth.

• • - • • . • > ' , .-.i ' : . • ' • " ' . • • . , . . - ; • . ' . . '• -•• • • ! . ! . • • - ; • : • !\

Cooperation and Self-Reliance

The purpose of tlve newiFiteruatibnal economic system is to brin-3 about a speedy"
improvement of the social and economic state of the LDCa. Before discussm-j the premises
for sach ameliorations, two complementing concepts of .^reat importance, namely
cooperation and self-reliance, were treated by the Working Group.

Cooperation amon^ countries in different phases of development as well as between
LDCs has an important role to play, it will have to continue in the new international
economic system, but under conditions different from those of today, when cooperation is
still mostly transacted under conditions of inequality and exploitation.



The behaviour of multinational corporations, e. g. the setting up of industries with
a very narrow specialization in LDCc usiny local cheap labour while capital and
technologies are provided by the multinationals, wr.s considered incompatible with the
interests of development. In some cases ecologically unfavourable processes of
production have been transferred into LDCs.

, The following measures might be implemented by the LDCs:

(a) The strengthening of national planning institutions in developing countries in
order to achieve a balanced and harmonised economic development.

(b) Cooperation among developing countries involving not only trade but also
complementary schemes in the sphere of production, science aid technology.

(c) - Further development c£ various schemes of economic cooperation between
developing and advanced countries v/ith particular emphasis on diversification
of relations of the developing countries, and specifically to increase economic

• . relationships v;itii other LDCo^and v/ith the socialist ctatea on bilateral and
multilateral baci& and in combination v.-ith seme regional schemes of development

.; in the LDCs,

Cooperation in the new internationd. economic system should be based on equity,
sovereign equality and interdependence of interests of developing and industrialized
countries,'as pointed out in t£e Chaiter of Escacmic Rights md Duties of States, adopted
by the UN: General >ieserably on lODacember, 1374.

Self-reliance can be understood c.a the Jznilcm^ up and the use of a national capacity
for autonomous decision-merlin ^ and iruplementatica on all aspects of the development
process, particularly including ncicnce aid techr.o!o:£'. Itidices not imply either autarchy
or complete eelf-suf.Ciciency. Neither does it imply a lessening of interest in international
cooperation.

Internally,. self-reUap.ce impUer- t.erjoerntizatian of decision -making at different
levels - th$ individual, vill^o, difiirict, i;rov.!t?.oe and country - within the context of
nationally accepted objealiven.

With reepectto coicnco and technology, self-ret lance requires the development of an
indigenous S & T capability suffloiei.it boll, to make tenhnolo-ncril decisions and to generate
and to put tO: use scientific and technological knor..;Tedf;e.

Self-reliance tlws implies the autonomy to set one's'own' Fjoals and realize them
through one's>o\vn efforts aad using; one'.u ov,ii resources. It can and should be practised
at the local, national and collective level? in the developing; countries.

Resources

There is no global shortage of non-reriewabT's resources in the short term and well
into the 21st century, but there are problems of local scarcities aid pollution. Much
more important is that these rasourceo are distributed randomly by geological vagaries
and are not equitably distributed acrocs national boundaries. Further problems arise
in the unequal access to tec;:nolo^y of the production, utilization, distribution and
conservation o? these resources, tistortio^s have also been a feature due to private
and corporate ov/nership and pricing pollticep of these resources. A new feature is
the ."^rowing awarenecs of ecological drsngers and v/aate due to unbound practices of
mining, generating power, and disposing of waste heat and radioactive products of
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fission of uranium and dangerous release cf radioactivity in accidents in nuclear power
plants. • ' • ' • •

The distribution of non-renewable mineral resources follows i3colo ;ical laws and not
human needs. Increasin j knowledge and application of new technologies have improved
the capacity to locate minerals and the ability to utilize ma:-y new materials. Many metals
and serai metals used peripherally fifty years ago are now considered crucial for current
technologies used in the semicotjductor, aircraft, nuclear power and some chemical
industries." Some of the minerals frcra which these matalc cr alloys are produced, are
quite unevenly distributed and have been at the base of several internal and international
conflicts.

The developed nations arid particularly larp;e multinational corporations are not only
anxious to have access to but to control completely non-renewable natural resources so
that they can be priced and deployed regardless of the interests cf the nations within whose
boundaries these resources are found. These attitudes of the advanced countries have led
to distortions and conflicts retarding in many instances the development of the LDCs. The
inability of the LDCs to exercise soverei^ity ever their resources of energy and other
natural resources and to secure equitable terms of trade has been a major cause of dis-
equilibrium in international relations. The lack of an adequate science and technology
base and the absence of influence of indigenous scientific and technological advice in the
decision-making process of the LDCs have further aggravated this disequilibrium.

The corrections needed tc develop a greater parity in the international commercial
exchanges between the LDCs and the advanced countries would involve establishing the
sovereign'control over national resources and their nationalization by the nations who own
them. Such national control and cwnarship would remove certain sources of internal and
international conflicts. This step would naturally have tc be followed by the subsequent
nationalization and modernization steos in the field of production, utilization, trading and
conservation of these resources. The implementation of aich policies would require the
development of adequate institutional and technological structures by the LDCs which choose
self-reliant growth as their objective. Where adequate manpower and capital resources
do not exist at national level,the I DCs. mi ftt develop regional arrangements for exploitation,
distribution, utilization &nd trading,

Resources exploitation in the LDCs should be closely linked with economic and social
needs of the countries at the country and the regional level and with the build up of the
technological structures. For the purpose of identifying and developing the natural
resources, priority should be nven to natural resources surveys. Data collected by the
experts and enterprises of developed nations participating in such surveyo should b© made
available freely to the LDCs involved. Intensification of research into effective exploit-
ation, utilisation, trade and conservation of resources either singly or cooperatively with
other LDCs would assist in the growth of technological and economic self-reliance in the
nations concerned.

The renewable resources such as food, fibres, wood and water are increasingly needed
due to population growth and the increase of domestic demand for fibres and wcod and
water. While the new technologies of food production has increased the availability of
food, these technological developments have not been uniformly absorbed by the productive
sectors of many LDCs. This explains the fact that many nations which had sufficient
production of fcod for their needs in the past are now importui;.• lar;_>e quantities, while
other nations previously self-sufficient cr with slight deficits have become larrje exporters
of cereals.
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Intensive monoculture of cereals and consequent intensive use .of fertiliser and
pesticides have tended tc create certain ecolorfical imbalances. It:is necessary to
devote much greater scientific effort to develop self-reliai.ee in food in the LDCs for
the purpose of removing international pressures exercised through food exports and
bringing about a greater decree of yenera! self-reliance in the I DCs. Where for various
geographical reasons, self-reliance in food is not possible the LDCs should attempt tc
achieve it on regional basis through cooperation schemes based upon equitable economic
relations,among neighbouring countries.

Water is an essential and renewable resource, whose demand is increasing due to
growth of industrial and personal consumption. Water is widespread over the world,
but its distribution is not entirely equal. To make it available at reasonable cost would
in many LDCs require extensive surveys and scientific effort by the LDCs themselves.
Scientific competence has to be developed to make suitable and reasonable judgments
at the nationallevel on the utilization and management of water. The water resources
problems are complicated by the fact that the re=*ime of water is net bounded by national
boundaries and water has often to be sharedor re -used by nations through which a river
system flows. Industrial and other effluents often degrade the water and increase the
co)3t of re-use of water or pose hazards to the users of water downstream. Scientific
advances in this area have been slow but there is increasing awareness of the ecological
consequences of improper use of water and technologies for management and re-use of
water. This awareness should be built up further to develop actual information base
and scientific analysis, particularly in the LDCs. The water regime can also
particularly be subject to environmental or climatic manipulation or to selective damage
by any malevolent agent. "In view of the various factors, the water regimes protection,
use and maintenance of health is the primary task of a nation's scientific and political
authorities. Purjwash draws the attention of the scientific community and international
agencies to the importance of the maintenance of the water regime for the benefit of all
people and against harmful• acts of nations or corporations.

Science for the Less Developed Countries

Iad6p@ndeint accelerated'and socially acceptable development of the LDCs within the
framework of more equitable participation in the evolving international system depends
upon both their own substantial scientific effort and considerable adjustments in traditional
mechanisms of international scientific cooperation. While science is universal,
dependence on science produced.elsewhere cannot always offer satisfactory results, if
the LDCs are "determined to increase their real independence, to evolve their own patterns
of living and not just to Imitate advanced countries.

The LDCs have to create their own scientific capability that would permit th©ra to
assimilate and put to better social, use science otthe advanced countries and at the same
time establish the base for local production of science and technology geared to their
necessities."^ For the purpose of having better access to universal science and using
science for development, the LDCs.have to produce more and better science themselves.
Moreover, while they need scienee-as a part of culture and as a basic input for the
educational system that prepares human resources, they should be aware that since '
science is only one of the sources of socially useful knowledge it should be uaed for
development together with vast practical knowledge accumulated historically by the
population. •

In many instances scientific activities in the LDCs represent merely weak extensions
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of science practised in the advanced countries. Scientific communities in the LDCs
frequently adopt elitist attitudes, dc net core ubcut the needs cf the society, particularly
of those most in need, and engage in research reflecting priorities and fashions
established elsewhere. Certain mechanisms of international scientific cooperation
together with the international division of labour tend.to foster the divorce between
science and society in the LDCs that eventually leads to the "brain drain".

Considering, on the one hand, direct and indirect importance of science for develop-
* ment and real independence, and, en the other, the scarcity of human and financial
resources there is an urgent need for rcoriontation of science in the LDCs. Such re-
orientation involves defining broad priorities for science in accordance with basic
societal and human wants, increasing financial resources for science oriented to social
ends, establishing scientific cooperation among -the LDCs, changing patterns of research
in advanced countries and adjusting international scientific cooperation schemes.

Pu^wash can assist considerably in bringing about adjustments in the patterns of
scientific research in the advanced countries and in the fields of international scientific
cooperation. While the LDCa1 needs for socially meaningful results of independent

• scientific effort in the advanced countries -are practically limitless, four. particularly
urgent fields of action shoAiki be mentioned: research on new sources of food in the
LDCs; research on health-, research on noa -traditional energy sources, and finally-,
research aimed at increasing !*•# LDCs' knowledge of their resources. This type of
research should be dev&la^ec^iJi^ the. LDCa -and in the advanced countries.

In respect to the ^iustirusBa^^inte'ruaticnal -scientific cooperation mechanisms,irusBa - ,
the Working Group suggests that pu-3wash endorses the science and technology reeommeud-
aticais.ooitained in the r>^Vociticrron Suonornic-p^velopmeat aid Cooperation, adopted
by consensus by all meicah^s cf tfco Onited .Nations at the Seventh Special Session of the
UN General Assembly in September 11975. Theusubjects contained therein should have

.-high priority in the figure r>uffwjalx activities.

_

It is indispensable for the LDCs to have -an indigenous technological capability to
implement their social ad economic goals .and to achieve real independence. This
capability should not be 'cirinttserlbed exc.ij*ivelrto tbc R & D but should be understood
93 a general and broad capability to import, absorb, improve, generate, diffuse and
utilize technologies . There is a gravo dmpw-tbst the new economic order for which
they strive and whichHiMmder negotiationjl many international places, may reinforce
instead

While' some advance4-0cunlTitns--cleariyn-ecognise;the shift occurring in international
politic**! and economic relations in favour of the LPCs and particularly of oil producing
countries, they are awttre-thal their own -power derives irore and more from their
control of modern technology jrafoeirthan frora that -of capital cr markets. Consequently,
they are trying to evolve a aystem-of economic relnticcs with the LDCs in which from all
previous factors of pradondnanc-e Capital ̂ ^arkrts and technology), tcchnolosy would
constitute the main unshared factor of domination. They postulate that undor this
scheme, the development-of the LDCs \rouldJbeJja*»d upaa tria&zular arrangements in
which new capital exporters , oil producing eountrie0, wculd provide capital, developed
countries - technology and-.mw.^npnt anrf the «wvtf/«n£ non-oil producing countries -
cheap labour and raw
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Even if some industrialization. of developing countries were to take place under such
scheme, they will remain technolo^cally dependent as lontf as they do not establish their
own technological capability. Under such arrangements, the new international economic

(;;Jgystem will tend to perpetuate the old technolo-^ical order.

Furthermore, it is highly doubtful whether such industrialization would lead to socially
equitable development. The LDCs need net only industries but they need to create
.eipaployment and to enlarge rapidly aijricultural productior.: for the purpose of feeding the
rapidly rising population. These problems cannot be taken care of by exclusively injecting
highly advanced capital-intensive technologies into low-incoms societies. Establishing
highly-advanced technological enclaves in the LDCs, whether for production of industrial
goods for local minorities or for exports to the advanced countries will net solve the LDCs'
problems that may be defined in economic terms as the limited size of domestic markets
and in social terms as the conditions cf abject poverty in which larp'e parts cf rural
populations and of marginated urban prclectariat live.

The LDCs need not only to respond to these problems with a well-thought out set of
technological priorities taking into consideration the internal situation. They need
different technologies for different purposes at the same time. They need a diversity of
technologies, sometimes improved versions of traditional technol orgies, sometimes science-
based technolojfies similar to what is found in the industrialized countries. Finally, they
need technologies for improved social organization, education and the solution of basic
human needs. Only a part of thesa technologies can be provided by advanced countries
,and can become useful when adapted to local conditions. Many cf the technologies needed
cannot come from outside because they simply dod not exist. in the advanced countries.
Frequently they will have to be invented by the LDCs themselves on the basis of a unicn
between modern science and technological knowledge accumulated by the population.
The fact that the difficult job of mixin •••:, adopting, experimenting adapting and applying
massively these technologies must be left to the LDCs themselves, offers additionally
a strong argument for the urgent need to develop their national technological capabilities
in tbe broade at sen se .

la the light of these considerations in order to build up a new technolo.tfcal order
within the new international economic system, the Working Group believes that Pu?;wash
should give the highest attention to analysis and recommendation of specific measures
helpful to develop and to Strengthen the techuolo<acal capability of the LDCs essential
for self-reliance and contributing to the establishment of a new technolo #cal order within
the new international economic systsr.: aimed at more equitable relations between the
advanced countries and the LDCs. It might be very useful to have a Pugwash Symposium
en thd subjeot of new technological orders.

Concerning industrial technologies, particular attention should be [iiven to the
necessity to build up in the LDCs the general en-.jineerin.7, desivni-consultant and technical
capability which would permit rational choices in respect to projects involving advanced
technologies for industrial purposes.

Technolcr-lc al, economic and political dimensions of the exploitation of the seas and sea-
beds and utilization of their resources for development.

The Working Group fully endorses and embraces the approach taken to the exploitation
of the seabed by the UN in the Charter cf Economic Rights and Duties cf States (Art. 29),
defining it as the common heritage of mankind and calling for an international



to apply to.the area, .lor the benefits of all states, "taking iutc account the particular
interests and needs of developing countries". For the purpose cf achjeyinp; participation
of developing countries in the utilization of sea resources for their development, the i
agreed that; • • : • : .

. - States should refrain fror.i any territorial claim beyond the 200 miles economic gone
in order not to curtail further the area to which the international regime would apply.

- . Decisions by the international repine should be taken according to the formula
•• '"one Stater one Vote",- and not with the Weighted vots formulas that would (jive the

powbr of :ccntrol over the regime to larger and mere advanced countries and add to
. ' ••' development difficulties cf the p;eoEraphically disadvantarfed states vis-a-vis coastal

' ' ' • • ' states.- • ' . < ' • • ' '

Some members believe that procedures should be established whereby the international
regime itself, after a transition period, could undertake all phases of the production cycle,
from exploration, research and development, r.iininr and processing to marketing and
reinvestment in the machinery, usinp; the proceeds from the operation for purposes agreed
on by the UN General Assembly, with a strong bias in favour of the developing countries,
possibly also as one source of independent financing of the UN family organizations. To
obtain this goal: • ; '

•" ' • . i '

contracts in. the transition period should be for limited areas, limited time spans,
according to an agreed upon code cf conduct, with transfer of technology and experience

, to the international authority and payment of royalties;

•the developing countries mi?ht collectively develop their own technological capacity
for exploitation of sea resources in order to counteract any monopolization by tfreat
industrial powers-,

the pace of exploitation should be slow in order to preserve these resources for future
generations, particularly when less developed countries have developed an industrial
structure that can make better use of the mineral resources involved.

While t|ie pre,seiAt aearoh for mineral resources on the deep ocean floor (the nodules)
respqnds,tp the demand for industrial metals in advanced countries including the demand
by the arms industries, the future exploitation of resources in the ocean itself would fill
the demand of human beings for the satisfaction of their basic needs particularly in the field
of food.... :Thus, not only the international re^me should ensure that the processing of the
mineral resources is entirely for peaceful purposes. The water column above the seabed
shojald.be declared the common heritage of mankind and an international ocean regime
should be established. Ecological considerations add force to this argument, because,
they lead to the conclusion that the oceans constitute an indivisible eco-system from which
the seabed'canriot be isolated. - •' : ,

. ! : ' • . • • • • • . . ' • : • . : - ; . '
The group agrees that a cautious approach should be taken to seabed development so

that the LDCs may be able to participate in it when their technological capabilities and
their internal demand for metals expand.
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REPORT OF WORKING GROUP 4

CURRENT ISSUES OF NUCLEAR ARMS CONTROL WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE

TO PROBLEMS OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

I. Introduction

The current world situation with respect to the acquisition of nuclear weapons
inuE.!; ba viewed in the context of the overall state of arms accumulation and hare the c;atfc
of »\\e -.vorld is unsatisfactory, particularly from the perspective o; the developing countrise.
\7orld expenditure for military forces continues at a hijh level and there is a continuing
development of increasingly more sophisticated, deadly and expensive weapons. The
rapidly increasin3 inflow of arms into the developing nations, especially oil producing
states, from the industrial nations that produce them, is of particular concern in the
context of tensions in various regions. In view of these trends it is ^ratifyir^ that there
if: no further proliferation of nuclear weapons to the develop!:..; world. But the iinnici'ir.e
VLliality of nuclear weapons, the status implications of their possession and the s°nj3 of
domination by the nuclear powers which is felt by some developing nations all sn rr-'.-^t
'.hat no discussion of the security problem of the third world can be complete without a
discussion of the state of the nuclear arras race of the bi^ powers.

il. Hew Directions in the ControLof Nuclear Arms

1 ' Most recent discussions of this problem by Pu fwash Groups have focusred on
the-progress of the continuing negotiations between the US and the USSR toward limitationp
of tueir numbers of nuclear weapons. Even though progress in these discuscicLG is slcv/
there was a general feelin^ in the Workin-; Group that the negotiations represent an
important step in the ri ;ht direction. But concern was expressed that the stockpiles of
weapons were increasing continuously and the current efforts at arms control a_-3 limited
to workin ; out ceilings at about th 3'existing levels of arsenals. There was a segment of
the \Yorkin-; Group which felt that this approach tended to emphasize ths salienca of
nuclear weapons in military and political fields of international relations and if purpuad
without modification and acceleration of negotiations may induce further nucloar prolifer-
ation. The majority of the participants felt that the iiuclear weapon powers and
especially the two superpowers could and should take greater responsibility for develo^ln^
arid supporting trends which will help avoid further proliferation.

The discussions of the Pu;,wash Kyoto Symposium in Au^ist 1075 on nr.clear
dis armament represent important new emphases, and the Workin'; Group -'avs conchlorable
attention to the Kyoto conclusions and proposals. Li brief the main conclusions from
Kyoto were:

a) the concept of nuclear deterrence has lost whatever validity it once had and
; ahoul! be replaced

b) step'wise negotiations for nuclear arms limitation, in opite of their positive
significance have not stopped or even slowad dowi; the uucloar arms moe;

c) the t.ew emphasis must be on negotiations towards complete nuclear dis'u'rn-
ament and ultimately toward general and complete disarmaraont; and
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d) formal pledges should be cbtnir.ed from L:uclenr we.apo:; powers not to use or
threaten to use nuclear weapons a.vninst a noi.-nuclenr state which has no
nuclear weapons en its territory . Seme Kyoto participants felt that general
pledges of Go-first-use should be obtained from all nuclear states.

The Wcrkiu >; Grcup at Madras fcur:'J these conclusions important arid useful
even though there were reservations and diiforeticeo in emphasis frcn; several members.

^ the points made but net i.ecessrir,.!/ agreed to by all v/ere the following

• a) nuclear deterrence has helped nve^et.t i.uclear war and indeed still dees so:

b) the policy of deterrence as currently practised has led tc levels, of nuclear
armaments which exert a pressure in which serve third world nations feel
dominated and some nay therefore feel a need to acquire nuclear weapons;

c) this sense of domm-ation is the result of a complex cf factors in which nuclear
weapons constitute only ci.e element-

d) SALT negotiations between the US ard the USSR still have potential even though
there is evident need for their considerable acceleration; and

e) unless a comprehensive overall pro..'rarr.me of disarmament is kept in view arid
all steps in any incremental approach are fitted in with such a perspective, the
incremental approach very ofta.: tends to treat each intermediate step as aa
end in itself - this may be cnc of the factors responsible fcr the inadequate
results achieved in disarmament ar.d arms control G<_ far.

; Some members ur -ed that immediate attention should be • iven to the specific
proposals for arms reductions which were discussed at Kyoto, for example elimination
of land based ICB Ms and intercontinental bombers at id Inr.vo reduction in lev-els of
submarine-launched missiles. Other mer. bers disagreed with thic approach.

In the main, the Group felt that the Kyoto conclusions and proposals offered
many valuable guidelines for further efforts by Pu-^wash.

The Group discussed briefly what immediate specific steps should be takoci to
slow down the nuclear arms race, in particular the race towards qualitative improve-
ments which ia noW'.^cui^ en. The major recommendation was an old but still valid one-.
stop testing i.s. (L) end nuclear weapon testing, befn.nain :; v/ith at: imn'ediate ban on
under^rourid tests with the ^oal of stopnin all nuclear weapc:: tests in all environments
by all powers- and (ii) sharply restrict and eventually eliminate flight testing of all
nuclear weapon delivery systems. The Group also favoured a bau o;i the development
and production cf all new i.uclear weapc: < systems and all other weapons of mass
destruction. Sharp acceleration of SALT negotiations were ur-ed, aiming towards
reductions in the number of nuclear delivery systems.

vj further steps the Group favoured a halt h. the production of fissile
materials for nuclear weapon purposes and a ba:: en the use cl force for the settlement
of international disputes. Seme participants felt that those measures would net be

unless coupled.



III. Impact of ths Nuclear Arms Rice on the 'Non-Nuclear Nations

There was -general althcu ;h :.ct unanimous agreement that the worlcl military
eavironment for the develcpirr-; nations appears increasin 4y insecure in spite of progress
in detente. Some participants felt that this is due i.. considerable measure to actions
of the bi^ powers, e. > tc i!it;;---.'vo::ticnij or threats thorecf, to :;avr,l deployments arid to
the increased availability of sophistLcatid wearer: s.

The Group also referred tc the aoprcLet'.rsious that some countries in the Middle
East might acquire nuclear weapons \vith or without, the assistance cf a nuclear power.
This could eventually brin ••; about a nuclear ccnl'rcntaticr .

The progress of detente betweer the US and USSR while . 'onerally welcomed
was viewed with some mixed feelin '&. All r ur.ibars of the Grcup felt that these niovas
towards detente lesseaed the likalihocc. of v/ar ir. navty areas. L. this ccnaaction the
si-ijaificance of the Soviet-American ArjrooriSi-t en the Prevent Lev. cf Nuclear War, the
agreements between the Soviet Union i:vl the USA on Strat-e ic Anus Linitations and
some other movec was noted. It was 'eneraliy felt that bi~j pc\ver deter^te by itself
did not provide adequate assurance tc ; .".i.y natici'.s cf the develcpinj; \vcrld unless the
process of detente spreads to their trreis as well.

i

The continued moves by the M'dear powers toward iviore ain,d improved nuclear
weapons (vertical proliferation) was vi3v/cd by most as caj of the forces which is
pushing sotrie other nations towards acquisition of such weapor.c (horizontal proliferation).
Pressures toward further nuclear prcHCei-^tic.':. are cf --reat center-.. Scnio exprefised
the view that triany of the near nucl jar ntrvtes v/er-j iucrjasii. -ly likely tc use thunr
nuclear cpticn as a baryaiaL; • ie^ern ;e vio-a-vis the nuclear veapc:': states and ir their
view surrender of this leverage without brin "i\:\ ;* about GL;--.C> reversal of the nuclear
arms raco arnong the nuclear weapon pcAVjrc would not be a prudent step. Many
disputed this-

IV. Ccatrol of the Growth in nui/ibar crjluclsar Armed States

This topic, in various forms, received considerable attention frori the V/cirkin::
Group. The Nuclear Ncn-Prolifofnticn Treaiy was itself discosced from various points
of vlaw. There was general a:-;recjmo:.jt that the noii-nuclear weapon states (as indeed
all naticna) would be bettei' off without nuclear weapons. Tlure was also a "erioral
sense that the Nou-Prolifern.tioi- Treaty had played a useful role in slewing down
proliferation aven thou;?li this was net unnnimously accepted. It was arrued that the
Treaty is inequitable In its treatment cf nuclear and Lion-nucluar states and that its
viability is seriously threatened unless all nuclear powers take much more vigorous
steps to end their.nuclear army race and the nuclear parties live up to their treaty
obli3aticns. .In this connection reference was made to th? Review Conference on the
Non-Proliferation Treaty and the disappointment ot' the third world participant nations
on the failure of their attempts to induce the nuclear weapon parties to live up to what
many non-nuclear weapon parties viewed as the treaty obligations cl the nuclear weapon
parties.

A few participants questioned whether horizontal proliferation was as serious
as usually implied, ar.juin >- that the ovarwhalran^ problem for the world remains the



superpower arms race. Others ar-Tied, however, that it was very important that ncn-
nuclear na;ticris did not succumb to the "disease cf nuclear armaments" arid fcr them tc
take the initiative in searching for ways tc avoid it. Amon~ the measures that were
discussed in detail were nuclear-free zcnes. However, the majority agreed that
horizontal proliferation could not be- avoided unless the nuclear weapon nowers reverse
the present trend of contmuin •; arms build up.

V. Nuclear-Free Zones

There xvas arrreeme::t 111 principle cm the value c.( nuclear-free zones as a
measure to improve the security of the states who are memlrei's cf the zone in that they
provide means to ensure the total absei.ce cf nuclear wer.pt ;-S from the zone and to
obtain undertaking from the nuclear ncv/ors i.ct tc use or threats: to use nuclear weapons
against them. Discussion of Uiic tome brcu ;ht icrth a variety cf points cf view, many
of them strongly held. The latin American Nucle?r-Frec Zcr.e, as snelled cut in the
Treaty of Tlatelolco was pointed tc as ?.r; admirable example cf rs jicr.al h.itiativo and
many felt that the P.cccmpanyin ; a ..re.jmets by most cf the i.uclear powers net i:i any
circusstai:css tc use or threaten tc use uuclear weapcr;S a/aii.st i^er'-bers cf the zone
was a stroL^ly positive eler.v.e-it. Sunportjrs c? this view ur-jd that this re-;ic:.al
initiative be used as a model by other re^ic^s. A few, however, ar ued that it was net
an apt nodal, adducin;"1 the following poiiits.-

a) the close proximity cf the Zci'.e to the US and the special liuka ;ss (pro raid ccn)
of the US with Latin Aviiericrv. italics this zcr;s a ui.ique case;

b) the Scue is in fact cf ouly li: ita:! utility .ive:, thnt th^ Trar-.ty is not ir. force
fcr two of the lar est Litio^s of tt:e re;'ioi., Br?.zj.l aii:l Ar/e.-tiiia.

'A fev/ believed that the Treaty's L,r.:lequacy as a i \o.lel relates particularly to
aori'.e of its specific provisions.

Several other possible nuclear-free zo::e9 were referred to Africa, the Middle
East, South Asia, South East Asia, the Balkans, flud uot lenst, Ce.itra.1 Eurone.

It was ucta:l tbat a Kuclenr-Frss Zone in Central Eurone v/as the first to be
proposed aiii soi"e felt that failure to ac'.ievs cue here prejudiced the satire ccactipt m
the eyes of u^any developin ; countries. Soi'ie participauts felt that the current i'viutual
Force Reductions negotiations in Vienna appear tc '->;ive another opportunity to work for
a Nuclear-Free Zone in Central Europe and there was a strcm; concern that this should
be vigorously worked for. It was noted however that nuclear-free zones have the
greatest possibility of acceptance if the countries involved have coiiir.iou interest in
security and adequate conditions of mutual trust and confidence.

V.

Prospects for a Nuclear-Frse Zcas in South Asia were discussed extensively
and the discussion was greatly aided by the remarks cf participants from the area.
All countries in South Asia have declared their intention net tc acquire nuclear weapons
and have expressed their support in principle fcr a nuclear-free zcne in an anpi'opriate
area. Further discussion revealed that some narticipants from the re Ion do not
believe that appropriate circun stances exist for a limited Nuclear-Froe Zcne in the
re^on. Many participants of the ^roup expressed the view that the recent Indian
peaceful nuclear explosion raised ccnceiv about the eventual build u.p of nuclear
in the area. Others disuuted this.



It \vas arnied that, vicwi-ii--; the opposition to nucloar-frc'J zc...3S an en. •-; scr 13
non-nuclear nations, the concept cf such '/.c'.es, for all the i r jvi.'ljjt n.erit may perhaps
be an idea which dees not deserve much curre.-.t emphasis. Most others argued that on
the contrary the idea retains ";reat appeal a: d ur ;ed continui.-. r ra -icv.nl efforts to
establish such zones.

Glcbat approach to a Nuclear-wc-fincn-frcjo W-.rld

The' analysis of the difficulties with ic ••iei.al Nuclear-Fr^e Zones led to the
development of a wider concent which the Group believes r.ijritc support by Pu;jwash.
The concept which shares seine elements with the previously nrcpcstd Non-Nuclear Club,
is that cf a formal World Nuclear-Free Zcne to be established by Ti-eaty or ether
instruments to which all nations cf the world wculd be asked to accede. Signatories
would be required to a'Tae not to develop or use nuclear weapons and r.ct permit them on
their territory. Nations who now have such weapons would be required to eliminate
then to be eligible tc join the Zoue. Present :.uclsar i -atiop.s wculd be ur^ed to si y,
binding no-uss a;-;reenents with respect to all si V-i"tories. It was noted that the areas
encompassed by suc'.i a world scrie ti-eed i..ct J:.e ccriti oieus a.d t!i°.t tlic zci'.t would be
feasible even thcu^h cr:ly a lii atcd nui :ber of ccut tries becar.e parties in the first instance.
Finally it was agreed that this t ew initiative should ;:ot prejudice efforts tc obtain
regional nuclear-free zones.

The hope is that the establishment cf this ZCKG nnd iccessicn tc it by lar ;e
nur.ibers of nations would ilecr^so the anprohensior-s of many ^ritic'.-S about nuclear
attack asid would lead tc a oc.'tinuir; r i.:c jiitive for tlio nuclcnr naticno and for these nca-
nUclear nations who now perrnt Lmclc-r.r w3r.pc.-.Q en thoir territorijs tc join the Zcno.

lu the view of the Group thia proposal offers a m-crusin : opportui^ity to
mobilize the political and p.-oral forces c' all :;aticiiS. The Gr^up ctron- ;ly recor::r.iends
that Pu\Twash establish a special ad hcc wcrki-i ' c^i.".niittoe (a) tc examine t'lis proposal
in detailt (b) to develop formal lai: ;ua :e ccr the pronosal- and (c) to present ttuir
results to the Pu ^vash Council as scov. as ncasiblo. 1? the Council a Tees, a detailed
proposal for such a World Zone could t'.;j:_ be presented tc the UN and ether world
organizations for their consideration and, hopefully, actioi..

VII. The Indian Ocean as a Zone of Panes

A proposal for. n. Zcnc of Peace ».;• the Indian Oceai- has had extensive UN
discussioi'i and has obtained the aunport of the lar-ro i.iajcrity of the UN memberahip.
The main elements cf the proposal ara- (a) olimianticn of all fcrei ;L. r-ilitary bases
in the area- (b) a ^^ cn coi:.tinuin T stationin - aiid djploymeut cf fc.reiji- naval forces
in the Indian Ocean, includLn •; nuclear forces, it was understood that freedom of the
seas wculd be maintained nn.l there would eu.tinuj to be norr ,;il ri/nts cf trai sit for
naval vessels.

This proposal was re •arded by the Group as constructive but there were many
suggestions for modifications and extensions. It was argued that there should be
simultaneous agreements by all nations c" the I. Jiaii Ocear. area to respect the boundaries
and integrity of all the States ccncerned. It was also ar.nied that r aticns cf the area
should continue to be ricn-:mcloar weapc;. states and that there should be fs::eral



limitations OL the size cf local i.aval i'crces, the idea bein . tc avoid development cf any
dcminatin-;; powers in the Indian Occai- area. The consensus was that ..c ctiations for
this Zone of Peace should continue and incLed be accelerated. It was ur;-ed that all
auclear powers support creation of the Zcne.

VIII. Ir_ pact of Programme of Peaceful Kuclsar Er.er :y en Nuclear Proliferation -and
Other Problems

There was f'eneral a;:roei^ent that the continuing world der and for enor y will
result in an increase ii: the number c" roactcr installations Tor -eneratii.'; electric power
throughout the world in the cemin •; decades, av^r. ;rai-tin ' considerable success in .
develcpiiiT alterDatives. Acce:r>r>a^yL~; ; tULc expn---.stcr, the world will fr.ce a nur ber of
serious problems. A ivore cptir.nstic poii.t of viaxv was however exnressed that fissici,
reactors, ii'icludit:; Urariiuui-Thcriur reactors offer the best hope tc sclvo the e;-.er-jy
probler,i. facing the world. But this */isw \vas disputed.. A e^i.tral prcblei.i is the
increasm? dari-'er cf possible nuclear v/e?.rc;.: pr<_ l ife ratio;.. Ii; r.dditior. to other aspects
of reactor operation, such as safety, waste products etc., r.uclear s,oTe ;uards to prevent
the diversion of weapons- >;rade materials r. ust be considered at the earliest sta -e cf
planning for reactors.

To decrease the risks of Jivarsic-ii cf nuclear v/eano:.s- ;rada materials the
following measures were su;>, "ested by scne participai.ts-

a) recycling cf Plutcniui; should be postponed uijtil i.;tei" = atic: .ally a ';reeJ safety
measures have been provided;

b) to ir.kiir.iize the uur ber of shini e..ts c'i weapons- ',ra:le i 'aterials, all reprocessin*
operatious should be coi-.Jucted a, M.S few centres as pcsuible- a.- 1

c) inspecticti arid supervisory powers should be provided to ei sure - ocd physical
protection of weapons- ^rnde r'aterials.

It was su,A;ested by some particinaLts that the possibilities of diversion and
proliferation could bo minimize 1 «ihd the Ncn-Prclifer.aticn Troaty stren Aliened if the
nuclear weapon states would ao;ree tc accent the same safe ;uar.1 Treasures as the non-
nuclear states. The operation of all ai.riaVn-i.ent arid fuel ronrccessin • plaints - whether
in nuclear or non-nuclear-weapon states - should be placed under IAEA safeguards.

.Nuclear safeguards were further discussed with the general fselinj that, within
the agreed Units of its authority the IAEA is dcin-<; a ;ood job. There were reservations,
however, with a few participants statin ; that IAEA procedures were tec cur bernone.
Still others ar.-uad that efforts were needed to briu •- the current levels cf about one per
cent accuracy in plutcr.iun accountin • dc\vi. tc 0.1'^ , and admittedly difficult fi '-ure to
obtain.

The potential utility was discussed cf Viiultinaticnal arrai; ^i.-j/ts for cneratin -;
portions of the nuclear fuel cycle. A !.;ajcr IAEA study of this is underway, but it was
noted that discussions so far en i.;iiltinaticnal or regional facilities have revealed
difficulties in ne^otiatiti:; them.

Questions relatir- •; to the use cf peaceful nuclear explosions (PNE) were
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discussed in sorae detail. The Grcuo was infomed of the rccar.t US studies which
conclude that there is only a lew probability of any si -nificaut applicaticr. in the USA
of PNE in the coi;dn'; 2-3 docadas. Scr.a Soviet scientists 3sti:.>ata that prospects
for use of PNE in the USSR are sor- ewhat higher. In discussin ; the fact that earlier
analyses of the utility of PNE were considerably r.iore optimistic, two points were,.
made. One is that r.ost analyses of possible uses were naJo by the pro ;rar:ir.io
managers who tand to be strong proponents. The ether was that most analyses :;ive
inadequate, considarations to total econcr.:ic costs and benefits, anl Li particular tend
not to ^ive adequate attention to some :.on-nuclear alternative procedures. A view was
also expressed that at this sta ;e of development it is difficult to i.--ake firr: jud^rients
on costing and ecouor::ics of PNE, although coatirmin*; R £' D affcrts if properly planned,
cculd in due course provide further data CLI the economics. It was i:otjd that US arid
USSR are at this time actively si:r:a>-:3:l, in the context of a proposed threshold
Nuclear Test Bail Treaty, in ne ^ctLatii..; a separate re anie to ra ;ulate PNE in their
countries. Many participants felt that, r.c PNE should be undertaken by ar.y pcwer,
nuclear or nori-nuclcar, without specific authorization in each case by scr.ia con.petent
iaterijational authority; a few disagree! with this that it v/as contrary to relevant treaties.
The opinion was expressed that no techr.clo -y should be denied to soi.:e nations if it is
not denied to all. At the sane time, and with particular respect to the technology for
making nuclear explosions,it was noted with concern that the technolc 'les for developin•*
explosives for PNE and for nuclear weapons are essentially identical. In response to
these points supplier states had an cvorridii.f1: duty to 3asure that th^ transfer of
peaceful nuclear technology would not facilitate the spread of nuclear weapons.

The view was expressed that after the Indian nuclear experiment of May 18, 1974
there appeared to have been an unfcrtuiiatetrondtu slow down transfer of peaceful nuclear
technology to the developin;'- world, a view which was disputed by ethers.

The Group felt that, since safeguards could not prevent but only Jeter the
diversion of nuclear material and that any nation that was deterr uned to do so c^uld
evade safeguards, the beat hope cf prevent!.-.•; such diversion to wuapcn purposes lay iu
the creation of a world climate that reduce:! the pressures or states to acquire n
weapons. For this purpose tan ;ibla pro "rass towards nuclear disarmament is
essential.
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CURRENT ISSUES OF CONVENTIONAL ASMS CONTROL (INCLUDING C.BW). WITH
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

1. Current Trends in Military Expenditure

The arms race goes en. In spite of progress towards detente and the ca-^oiag arms
limitation negotiations, the increase of world military expenditure and the accumulation
of increasingly lethal weapons continues. One important element is the continuing high
level of effort on military research and development, the cost of which world-wide is
about four times that of medical research. It is not only the existence and prospect of
destructive conflicts which requires that further efforts be made to seek means of
control and to encourage restraint, but the possibility of diverting funds from military
to peaceful purposes.

The military expenditure of the NATO and Warsaw Treaty countries has tended, in
real terms, to level cut during the last decade, but the military budgets of recently
independent, less developed countries have increased significantly. This is in part due
to conflict and tension in those reckons and to the fact that the majority of abates on
achieving independence had very small armed forces, which were in any case originally
part of colonial armies. In addition, some countries, notably the oil exporters,1 have
progressively over the last ten years spent substantial proportions of their additional
revenues on sophisticated weapons. This is otily partly a response to military needs
arising from/conflict situations.

Inevitably this escalation has be:jun to spread. Regional instability and damage to
development programmes, in which comparatively small sums may make an important
contribution, are consequences. At the same time the steadying down of major power '
expenditure has made no serious impact on the arins race; there is already a superfluity
of weapons o£ mass destruction} no ahift In global military power has takon place.

2. The Conduct of the Arms Trade

The arms race certainly generates trade in arms. However, rivalry between a
^rowinej number of producers is an important stimulant: for example, the number of
states capable of producing and selling military jet aircraft is steadily increasing. A
whole range of new and more deadly conventional weapons is how in the offing.

The arms trade, like other commercial activities, involves increased demand by
purchasers as well . as suppliers. Since the 1930s'it has changed from bein^ pre-
dominantly an activity of private industry into'a governmental function. Official arms
salesmen are customarily employed and deals are use-d as instruments of national
policy. This could be conducive to international agreements to restrain supply,
provided that arms manufacturers do not find means of e/adin^ national limitations.
The Working Group was disturbed to note that the dispersion by major companies of
parts of their plant to sites in other countries rai^ht enable them to do this: this
tendency is likely tc be reinforced by the iiicraasin i practice whereby soveruments of
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developing countries make package contracts fcr rvr:..s oird trainm •• directly \vith private
companies.

3. Motives behind the Arms Trn.de

There is first a wide 'ran^e cf political and idaolc jical reasons for the supply of _arms,
which only a reduction in international tension aiid rivalry and extension cf detente to the
military field would affect. There are also economic end technological factors helping to
sustain the dynamic of the arms race. R & D costs, in the case of new sophisticated
\veapons, are very hi ̂ h and only the largest countries can readily bear these themselves.
There is, therefore, a -,rreat incentive to try tc recover them by wcrld-wide sales. The
pressure selling of Jet aircraft, missile systems and tanks has clearly contributed tc the rise
in amis levels in Latin America and the Middle East, so has the economic incentive tc
sell outdated weapons and even the equipment tc produce them. A further factor on the
supply side has been the fact that arris sales are a relatively easy way of aarnin; back
increased outlays on oil. Such practices mi.^ht, however, be riore amenable to limitation
than politically motivated transfers of arms.

• The problem of discriminating between recipients on political grounds is complex-
the chances of international1 agreement en an arms embargo except in the most obvious
cases - such1 as those created by the situation in Southern Africa - are remote. This
led the Working Group to the view that a regional approach is likely to be riore fruitful
than a global one. There are nevertheless several general propositions which deserve
to be investigated further by experts in Pu-;was>. or .elsewhere -

3.1. The feasibility and desirability of eotablishu.';- a. UN arris accounting system which
"would invite all countries tc nrovide details cf force levels, losses and acquisitions,
broken down into production and trade. This wculd present a more complete picture
than the proposal sometimes made for the rocordiu •• of arms nurchases only.

3.2 The possibility of devisin;-, an'international coda of conduct on the transfer of
• military equipment and technology.

3.3 The practicability as a first step cf defmlt;;: and publicizing lists cf those weapons
and devices which could be put exclusively or predominatly to (a) offensive uses
and (b) defensive uses. , ,

3.4 The investiCation of the economic and social effects of new weapon systems, e. .3.
the extent to which the pool of scarce technically trained manpower in a country1

would be affected or economic davel.opr.ient biased. This is a particular aspects ••
.of the relationship between the role of the anued forces aud the level of military
expenditure.

These propositions are nut to be interpreted as a recognition or acceptance of the
arms trade as an institution. The main purpose of all .these oroposals is to find soire
realistic approach towards its limitation and eventual elimination.

4. Re-^Jonal or Local Conventions

In general, the Working Group is of the opinion that the most fruitful approach lies
in the eneourajement cf -Troupe of- states tc coE^siclsr their own interests and come to
some afti'aement about fores levels or the decree of sophistication which is desirable
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and tolerable. In this ccr.necticn the Working Group considers that success in the Vienna
force reduction, talks would encourage such developments.

' ' It was pointed, out with regard to Latin Ar.ierica in the 1960s that the purchase of a
new generation 'of jet aircraft was initiated by a:: external supplier, who may have played
on rivalry between the arme.l services in a particular country. Solidarity amongst
potential purchasers was the key: restraint could net bo imposed by suppliers without

' charges of'discrimination. If the Southern Africa problem could bo resolved then there
might be: some prospect of arreeiv'.eiits between ;-;roups of African'states whose armed
forces are with a few exceptions currently small.

This approach naturally led the Working Group tc welcome the proposed Indian
Ocean Peace Zone, the purpose of which is to inhibit international rivalry Id the area.
The elimination of the bases of powers external to the region and'the restriction of the
deployment of, all combat vessels tc their own waters in that region, while respecting
the riMit of transit under the international law of freedom cf ths seas is a positive :?oal.
It is important to make progress in this direction before any further forei in base is firmly
established in the area. Tho states of the In iian Ocean littoral wouldtfcenbe better 'able
to consider joint arrangements for ths security o? the area including the protection cf
the integrity of the smaller countries.

Some members felt that progress on many cf the points discussed here would be
most readily made in the context of the proposed World Disarmament Conference.

5. Other Problems
~f". ' A _ l l-^-r----- ™" .!-..-_-•. i , (

The Working Group also const -bred

5 . 1 Chemical DisartnjimsLt • . • - ' • '
(Note: this section of the report has beeu prepared in the liijht of c,ther Pu^wash
discussions of the question) . '

VThen agreement was reached at tha UN on tUs biological treaty in l£>71 the parties
committed (themselves to r.e~otiate "in -cod faith" for a chemical treaty. Furthermore,

on •July 3, 1973, the USA and USSR prcrr ised tc present to the CCI3 a joint proposal
for a partial treaty "dealing with the most dan-'srous, lethal chemical weapons."
Although DO such proposal has yet been presented 2\ years later, the international
atmosphere is still favourable and a unique opportunity prevails for reaching a
most important disarmament treaty.

Experts of seme governmer.ts have su:j;fested that ability to retaliate in kind is
the best deterrent against first use of chemical weapons. This is uncertain, and
perhaps wholly erroLscus. The first user is likely to choose conditions which do
not favour use cf CW against it. It would also provide its own troops with modern
protection which reduces the effect cf chemical retaliation to a lower level. The
retaliatory value of a char.ucal capability is also particularly small for the ci Je
which is on the defensive, fi •'htii.; amen/ friendly civilians, especially in densely
populated renons. Persistent chemical agents can travel tens of kilometres in
air currents before -Jescendin r and forming a Jsadly concentration en the surface.
Civilians under evacuation are particularly vulnerable tc such threats. The
deterrent value of stockpiles, if any, is psychclc-.-lcal, but the existence of capabilities



and doctrines of use constitute i real rick cf use in nanic situations, however unwise.

--. Chemical . etructures and L^etacds of nroductic:. of all i-.iv.-d3n:. CW agents are now
public property and a real risk .of proliferated. cf this deterrc.-t now exists, particularly
to technologically developed ncn -nuclear states under threat. A :ent3 r. >ay be relatively
ch-eap to produce but delivery vohicles and complete protection cf the user's own troops,
facilities and iu the extreme case eve- civilians are extremely expensive. A chemical
weapons system is In no w.ay a cheap ontict, althcu jh the productioi. of some agents nay
seejn easy; They are particularly inhun.ane, iv.ilitarily incaiv-anient to haiidle, :
unreliable in real need, heavily political weapcr.s, the effect qf which is small against
a well protected army. All these factors sneak strcr. ;ly for the elir.unatiori of these
weapons from the arsenals cf all states.

It is in the interest of each state, both those which possess stocks cf clier/'-ical •.
weapons and those which do not, to re^ou.ice unilaterally the possesPicn of these inhumane
and dangerous, weapons.

. : New steps towards -CW disnriviru'-iei-it aro t.cv/ esseatial aai particularly urgent
, because of the imaine^t-develcpncut of binary fi;'3;,ts. Biiiaries are much easier to
handle and store than other nerve a. "ants. This would facilitate transport a^d stockpiling
cf chemical. weapons. , Like all chemical weapons, binaries are most likely to be used
"downhill" by a technologically advanced country against a less developed area. This
makes a chemical disarm am ant treaty particularly essei.tial for the security cf less
developed countries. .; .

5. 2 Problems .of Envirojimsntal Warfare
1 ' '

The Wcrkiii.? Group acknowledges that th^ poscibilities of Ei-vircar; eiital Warfare
are increasir.^*. The capacity cf r.icderr- warfare to cause enormous ecolo -jical da.1 . larje
by herbicides and in several ot'uer ways has already been demonstrated in Vietnam.
There is now the prospect of weather ?.r:d clif.'iti modificatior.. There does not seem as
yet to;be' ah immediate threat CL-. a lar^o schle, but if no attempt is made to prevent it
the relvant techniques mijit bs developed. WUla tnldn^; note of the US-USSR draft
cotiyen,tion as pp,i:rapot]taL'it first step, Pu ;wash should lend support to further investigations
of r the. extent, iand nature: of Cia various dangers involved. SIPRI is undertakir. .; a study
of this subject; as qopn as this report and others are available Pup;wash should further
consider, the



DRAFT MESSAGE BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL TO THE TWENTY-SEVENTH

PUGWASH CONFERENCE ON SCIENCE AND WORLD AFFAIRS, MUNICH,

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY, 24 AUGUST 1977

I am very pleased to extend my greetings to the distinguished

participants in the twenty-seventh Pugwash Conference on Science

and World Affairs. It is most encouraging that, in spite of the

persistence of tensions among nations, eminent scientists and

scholars of divergent backgrounds from all over the world meet each

year at this Conference to discuss problems common to all mankind.

While your deliberations are primarily concerned with the impact

of science and technology on humanity, you also explore many other

vital issues. For twenty years governments, and certainly we in

the United Nations, have attached great importance to these meetings

in developing strategies to cope with an increasingly complex and

interdependent world.

Your programme indicates that you will, in the next few days,

again be concerned with topics which I consider to be at the head

of the international community's agenda. I look forward to hearing

of the results of your discussions.

It is clear that the maintenance of international peace and

security, which is the main objective of the United Nations, is

becoming increasingly difficult in light of the massive and

increasing accumulation of arms of all kinds. 35O billion dollars
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35O billion dollars a year are now being spent on their

production and their sales, a great part of which is

directed to areas of known instability. This awesome

expenditure represents a massive diversion of human effort,

resources and skills away from the furtherance of economic

and social progress and must be regarded with the deepest

concern. Your conclusions will certainly be of great value

to the special session of the General Assembly on Dis-

armament next year. Let us hope that this will indeed be

a turning point in the efforts to end the arms race and to

achieve real and substantial disarmament.

Disarmament is, however, only one of the requisites for

true international peace and security. We cannot hope for

political stability without stability in the economic field.

Much of the effort of the United Nations is now devoted to

the search for a new international economic order, which

will narrow the vast income gap between developing and

developed countries and secure a more workable and more

equitable system of global economic relationships. With

the establishment of the International Fund for Agricultural

Development and an agreement to set up a common fund as a

means to ensure a more stable and equitable return for

commodities, a small but significant step has been taken

towards this end. However, many problems remain and we are

still a long way from finding mutually acceptable conditions

that will lead to a new international economic order.
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Science and technology have a major role to play in the

development process and your deliberations are of great importance

in helping to determine programmes and priorities for economically

poor nations. I am sure they will be extremely helpful in the

preparatory process for the United Nations Conference on Science

and Technology which will be held in 1979. I am pleased to note

that you will also be addressing the critical issues concerning

nonrenewable natural resources and environmental hazards. In these

areas, in which the United Nations is increasing its efforts, we

are particularly dependent upon the guidance of eminent scientists.

The powerful impact of scientific progress on all aspects of

human existence calls for a special social responsibility by

scientists to place their knowledge and influence at the service

of peace and the improved wellbeing and mutual understanding of

people the world over. This sense of responsibility is characteristic

of the Pugwash Conferences and is particularly valued.

I attach great importance to the long and close co-operation

which has existed between the Pugwash Conference and the United

Nations and I look forward to its continuation. May I extend to

you my best wishes for a successful and productive meeting.
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Dear Sir, _ _ ^ _ /• ./ , in 3 '

"^Y

On behalf of the Pugwash Council I have pleasure in inviting you, or ... •
someone you designate to represent your Organization, to attend as an observer
the 28th Pugwash Conference on Science and World Affairs in Varna, Bulgaria,
1-5 September 1978. Observers have the right to participate in discussions of
the working groups and plenary sessions.

Some 120 eminent scientists and scholars from all parts of the world are
expected to attend. The programme and agenda for working groups is attached.
You will note several items to be discussed are of direct interest to your
Organization, and we believe that your Organization's participation in the Conference
would be most useful. I am enclosing a form which should be filled out in due
course and sent to our central office in London.

We_should be glad to welcome the participation of Mr Eolf Bjornerstedt,
Director of the Centre for Disarmament, since we are much involved in the preparations
for the UN Special Session on Disarmament and its follow-up.

I look forward to an early and favourable reply.

Yours sincerely,

M. M. Kaplan
Director-General

Mr K. Waldheim
Secretary-General
United Nations
New York, N.Y. 10017
United States of America
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